Clonally related IgE and IgG4 transcripts in blood lymphocytes of patients with asthma reveal differing patterns of somatic mutation.
Isotype switching to IgE contributes to atopic asthma, therefore strategies to divert this process to alternative isotypes could have therapeutic relevance. It is known that patients with allergic disease have serum IgE and IgG4 antibodies with similar specificities, and that cytokines such as IL-4 mediate switching to both of these isotypes. Availability of variable region gene analysis has allowed us to probe isotype variants at the single-cell level. An earlier report described identification in a single atopic patient of short transcripts with a common complementarity-determining region "clonal signature" in combination with C mu, C gamma4 and C epsilon. We have extended this analysis, and have identified V(H)-Cgamma4 transcripts with clear clonal relationship to IgE-derived sequences in blood lymphocytes from three of four patients with atopic asthma. No other IgG subclasses were detected, confirming the link between IgE and IgG4. Full sequences were obtained from each clonally related isotype in all patients, and showed extensive somatic mutation. As previously found for IgE, the IgG4 isotypes had evident intraclonal variation. There were shared mutations between isotypes, but also many differences, indicative of separate cell populations with divergent mutational histories. These findings indicate that, in atopic patients, an individual B cell commonly switches to either IgE or IgG4. Cells producing each isotype then co-exist in the recirculating pool, and the balance between them may influence the disease process.